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Abstract
One important goal of surveillance systems is to collect

information about the behavior and position of interested tar-
gets in the sensing environment. Traditional video surveil-
lance systems usually cannot provide complete information
of interested targets since they are limited by single and fixed
monitoring directions. Recently, surveillance systems com-
bining wireless sensor networks with video cameras have be-
come more and more popular. In this demonstration1, we
show a multi-view surveillance system consisting of several
rotatable video cameras and objects. By implementing the
proposed visual sensor selection algorithm, our system can
provide more meaningful information from multiple rotat-
able cameras.

1 Introduction
In our pervious work [1], we had defined a new (k,ω)-

Angle Object Coverage Problem, where k is an integer and
ω is an angle of separation between two neighboring sensors.
In contrast to previous studies, where sensors are assumed to
be able to cover 360 degrees, we assume that each sensor can
only monitor a specific angle within a limited range. Practi-
cally, one may imagine using video sensors for surveillance
purposes. Such sensors are rotatable but can only cover a
limited angle at a time. Further, for high-quality surveillance,
we enforce that an object must be simultaneously monitored
by at least k sensors from multiple angles satisfying certain
angle ω constraints.

We are given a set of n sensors, S = {s1,s2, ...,sn}, and a
set of m objects, O = {o1,o2, ...,om}, in a two-dimensional
area A. Sensors’ and objects’ locations are pre-determined.
The location and sensing range of si, i = 1, ...,n, are denoted
by (xi, yi) and ri, respectively. Sensors are directional and
each sensor can be rotated to any particular direction to cover
an angle range of 2θ. Specifically, each si can rotate to any
direction αi ∈ [0,2π) and cover the angle between αi−θ and
αi + θ within a distance of ri. For example, in Fig. 1(a),
object o j is angle-covered by si, but ok is not. The angle
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formed by sensor si, object o j, and sensor sk is denoted by
∠sio jsk. Given an integer k and an angle of separation ω,
we say that an object o j is (k,ω)-angle-covered if there is a
sequence of k sensors sx1 ,sx2 , ...,sxk each angle-covering o j
and ∠sxp o jsxp+1 ≥ ω for p = 1..k (for simplicity we regard
sxk+1 as sx1 ), as shown in Fig. 1(b).

When monitoring an object, we usually desire to observe
it from multiple angles so as to clearly capture its behavior.
Fig. 1(b) shows two ways to monitor an object from three an-
gles. Scenario S1 is more favorable because we can extract
more complete features of the object from different direc-
tions. In contrast, S2 provides observations that are likely
duplicated.
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Figure 1: Example of angle coverage.

2 Contribution Functions
We propose a framework [1], which tries to fix sensors’

directions one-by-one in a greedy way depending on their
”contributions” to coverage. We then propose two contribu-
tion functions when pointing a sensor to a particular direc-
tion. Let o j.level be the current angle-coverage level of o j
contributed by those fixed sensors, and o j.level′ be the new
angle-coverage level of o j after fixing si to direction αi. Due
to the limited space, we only present one contribution func-
tion here. The proposed contribution function simply sums
up the increments of all objects’ coverage levels:

contr1(si,αi) = ∑
∀o j

(o j.level′−o j.level).

This function favors sensors making more total contributions
to objects’ coverage. In the demonstration, we will show the
results of (k,ω)-angle coverage and traditional k-coverage.
3 Prototype

We have developed a small-scale prototype to demon-
strate the usefulness of angle coverage. The system archi-



tecture is shown in Fig. 2. The prototype consists of six
cameras, three objects, and a monitoring server. To avoid
the complicated object recognition job, we use some col-
ored cubes as objects (to simulate human) and tape two toy
eyes on one side of the cube (to simulate a human face). In
our current prototype, three colors (blue, red, and green) are
used to distinguish different objects and the direction of ar-
row on each object means its front view. Note that if more
objects are needed, we can use some unique color bars on
each side of a cube to represent its identity. With these sim-
plifications, we try to develop a prototype for angle cover-
age. We adopt the DCS-5220 wireless Internet camera made
by D-Link with 4x digital zoom capability and pan and tilt
functions that can rotate in 270 degrees horizontally and 90
degrees vertically. This camera has a 1/4” CMOS sensor and
a standard 4mm lens with 0.5 Lux @ F2.0. The video reso-
lution is 30 fps with a frame size 640 × 480. Each camera
has one default monitoring direction and eighteen rotatable
angles. The configuration can be done by sending HTTP
commands via wired or wireless links (here we adopt wired
line). Besides, we use a white background to reduce the color
distortion problem.

The monitoring server collects videos from cameras and
runs the proposed contribution functions to orient each cam-
era’s direction. Our system uses colors to identify differ-
ent objects. On receiving the video stream from a camera,
the monitoring server uses the IBM Java Toolkit to analyze
it. The following procedure will be executed for each video
stream received from each camera. The server first retrieves
images from the video stream and analyzes them based on
our RGB color model. We identify an object based on its
relative RGB ratio (we do not use a fixed threshold since this
will be too sensitive to light exposure). In our system, we set
a threshold on the number of color pixels to decide whether a
camera can track an object. In other words, if an object is too
far from a camera, the camera will not consider this object.

The experimental results are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.
When a camera enters the sleep mode, it will return a blank
screen. We set (k,ω)=(3, π

4 ). Fig. 3 shows the result using
k-coverage scheme, where k = 3. We set ω = 00 in contr1()
to emulate k-coverage scheme in the experiment. We can see
that the traditional k-coverage will select cameras CAM 1,
2, and 3. Unfortunately, this only allows us to see the back
view of all objects. On the contrary, in Fig. 4, using contr1(),
each object is (3, π

4 )-angle-covered by cameras CAM 1, 4,
and 6. This shows the effectiveness of (k,ω)-angle coverage
in surveillance applications. This is especially in security
domains.

4 Demonstration Sequence
The demonstration sequence is outlined as follows:

1. Initially, we set all cameras’ states as undecided. Then
cameras start to rotate lens to sense objects.

2. For each undecided camera si, we compute si’s contri-
bution when fixing its direction to a particular angle αi,
denoted by contr(si,αi).

3. Let contr(si,αi) be the largest contribution among all
undecided si and its direction αi. Then we point si to-
ward αi and change si’s state to fixed.

4. Go back to step 2 to determine more cameras’ direc-

tions, until any of the following conditions is met: (i)
all cameras are fixed, (ii) all objects are already (k,ω)-
angle-covered, and (iii) no undecided cameras can make
any further contribution to any object’s coverage level.
If any condition is true, the algorithm is terminated and
all remaining undecided cameras are put to the sleep
mode.

5. Periodically, step 1 ∼ 4 will be re-executed.
This paper shows a new multi-view surveillance system

concept using rotatable video cameras. This demonstration
shows a possibility of future pervasive surveillance services.
The details of proposed contributions and different scenarios
will be shown in the spot demonstration.

Figure 2: Our prototyping system.

Figure 3: Demonstration of k-coverage.

Figure 4: Demonstration of (k,ω)-angle coverage using
contr1().
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